New microbial diagnosis.
Rapid methods for comprehensive nucleic acid analysis are essential for the progress in basic research. In microbial diagnosis nucleic acid analyses are useful for achieving quick, sensitive results with new dimensions of specificity. As to specificity, hybridisation tests are easily constructed for genus or species specific microbial typing or for the detection of genes accounting for pathogenic properties. Modern sequence analysis allows rapid detection of mutations eg., those conferring antiviral resistance. A new level of sensitivity comparable to that of the conventional enrichment culture is obtainable by enzymatic amplification (PCR) of microbial nucleic acids before detection. PCR-technology has proved particularly useful in the diagnosis of microbial infections when the organisms are impossible or tedious to cultivate. For reliable diagnostic use the performance of in vitro amplification requires extreme care to prevent false positive results owing to carry over problems. In conclusion, nucleic acid analyses are expanding the potential for diagnosing microbial infections and may well replace some conventional diagnostic methods.